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1. Introduction

Nowadays, businesses are increasingly mobile-centred,

and business apps operate on several clouds; the traffic

also increasing rapidly that traditional WANarchitectures

can not keep up with the lack of low latency, restricted

security, and increased complexity that it can not adapt

quickly to business requirements. Software-defined wide

area network is regarded as the promising architecture of

next-generation wide area network which holds the

promise of being amore cost-effective and simpler way to

connect business divisions and corporate data centres.

Reinforcement learning (RL) has been interesting and

efficiently used by many researchers in robots, video

games and the area of computer networks. Implementing

RL techniques in SDN routing showed an efficient to

enforce routing to the dynamic network, so they can

provide excellent levels of QoS while optimizing resource

utilization[1]. We have tried to explore and build the

module of experimenting with RL in solving a fascinating

subject in SD-WAN connection selection to achieve the

goal of using a low-cost network but still ensuring optimal

bandwidth. We present the design of the Flow

Configuration Module in this paper to achieve low costs

with adequate bandwidthover anSD-WAN.
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요 약

In WANs, software-defined networking architectures offer the chance to build WANs with

greater fault tolerance, scalability, and manageability. SD-WAN, through unified

programmability, holds the promise of being a more cost-effective and simpler way to

connect business divisions and corporate data centres. Many researchers have been drawn to

the use of AI technology, which has been applied to many fields, and a great deal of research

is underway. In particular, the reinforcement learning methodology, which received little

attention except for the game field began to be followed in many areas, including the network

industry. The SDN field also reflected the recent increase in research relating to reinforcement

learning. Thus, we will therefore explore the ability of RL and try to apply RL to solve

SD-WAN problems. In this paper, we present the idea of design is "Flow Configuration

Module" to achieve low cost with enough bandwidth over an SD-WAN.
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2. Background

2.1 Anoverviewof SD-WAN

A specific SDN application that dynamically routes

traffic through branches, data centers and clouds to

achieve full WAN coverage is SD-WAN or

software-defined wide-area network [2]. SD-WAN

supports a software-oriented overlay architecture based

on SDN technology over conventional WAN hardware.

This simplifies the management of the network by

transferring the control layer to the cloud, allowing

networkvirtualization. SD-WANtackles problems such as

increasing bandwidth prices, lack of visibility and

network control andmore.

2.2 Reinforcement-learning(RL)

RL is a type ofmachine learning inwhich anagent learns

howtomake themost of the environment by experimenting

withdifferent options provided by the environment [3]. The

agent learns to maximize the reward that he gets from the

world by trying various actions. An agent communicates

with the environment and checks various behaviors. Along

withcontactwith the agent, the environment retains its state

and goes through a different change of states and provides

the reward in exchange. RL method has an objective, and

through trial and error, the agent is learning to achieve the

goal. By learning a set of optimal actions, the agent's goal is

tomaximize this incentive.

3. Configuration of RLApplied to SD-WAN

SD-WAN supports multiple transmissions and

facilitates traffic load sharing across multiple WAN

connections for easier WAN management. Switching

traffic from the private MPLS cloud to a cheaper public

internet infrastructure results in complex cost

optimization. How this decision is made about when to

make a path change and how often makes all the

difference for an SD-WANnetwork. The mission of RL in

this issue can be considered switching WAN connections

and attempts to optimize the usage of bandwidth. This is

achieved by switching to the Internet cloudonce sufficient

bandwidth is available and then switching back to MPLS

when QoS constraints begin to fall. The aim is how to

make such a link-switch such that maximumbandwidth is

reachedwithminimal MPLS linkusage the lowest cost.

We first need to design an environment for the RL. We

use the Open-AI gym, a toolkit that provides agents with

a sandbox to try to learn optimum behaviour for a

personalized environment [4]. Any gym is a virtual

environment in which an agent can try various actions

and obtain a reward. We must simulate a WAN network

between a so-called 'branch office' and 'headquarters' for

SD-WAN. Two alternative routes exist in this simplified

network, one via the dedicatedMPLS circuit and the other

via the public Internet. For its simplicity and suitability for

SDN applications, we selected Mininet as the option [5].

We have two R1 andR2 routers reflecting the branch edge

router andheadquarter edge respectively in the following

configuration. The central router C1 describes C2

represents the direction of the MPLS and the public

Internet. The aim is to send traffic from the branch of host

H1 to the headquarters of host H2. We also submit

additional traffic from host N1 to N2, and this simulates

the Internet-only route for other traffic.

The second, we build the observation (or state) of the

environment. At any point in time 'tick', we have selected

the following as the state of the experiment. Please note

that these are calculated at the start of the experiment and

at every 'step' where the agent applies any ‘action'.

(Figure 1) The topology of experiment.
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1) Current bandwidth—The amount of bandwidth that

every route obtains, sayMPLSor public internet,

2) Availablebandwidth—This is howmuchInternet cloud

bandwidth is available. TheMPLS route is presumed to

haveadequatebandwidthtosatisfyanydemand.

3) Link Id— The connection that transports the traffic

at anymoment.

The third,wewill déign theactionbetweenMPLSand the

Internet for this agent to select. Connection 0 (Internet) and

Link 1 (MPLS) are twodiscrete acts. For every action and its

state transformation, there is no stochasticity involved. It is

deterministic that oneconnection is shifted toanother.

Next, the reward is a crucial piece of architecture that

reinforcement learning algorithms rely heavily on in the

manner inwhich the reward is constructed. It is important

to design the incentive, keeping the objective of the

system in mind. The target here for SD-WAN is to

optimize internet path bandwidth usage, which is a

cheaper choice. Here are some of the values that are taken

into account when the incentive is designed:

1) SLA must be maintained at any expense, so current

achieved bandwidth should always surpass the limit

specified by the SLA. As bandwidth falls below the

SLA limit, the incentive should be structured to

punish such lapses heavily.

2) The MPLS scheme is not cost-effective so that

incentives canprevent its use.

3) The flip side of the above is that the Internet circuit

should bemorewidelyused.

4) The aim is to maintain traffic flow, regardless of

whatever option is made. So 'tick' should carry a

minimumpositive rewardevery time.

Finnally, experiments in reinforcement learning have

the idea of an episode, whichmeanswhen the experiment

or the gamegets over byone of the partywinnings. In this

experiment of SD_WAN, there is no such thing of wine.

The transfer of data can go on indefinitely, but for the sake

of the experiment, an artificial limit of MAX-TICKS has

been designed. When the number of time ‘ticks’ exceeds

this limit, the episode is thought to be over. There is

another way the episode can end, and that is by error.

Whenever the SLA bandwidth is not met for successive

two-time ‘ticks’, it is decided that the episode has ended

andanagent has to start afresh all over again.

4. Conclusion

Through the implementationof differentmachine learning

algorithms, SD-WAN has great potential to gain, and

reinforcement learning is most successful in solving some of

its core issues. In this paper, we present the idea of design is

"Flow Configuration Module" to achieve low cost with

enough bandwidth over an SD-WAN. The future work will

be toapplyadvancedalgorithms suchasDeepReinforcement

LearningorA3Ctosolve this SD-WANproblem.
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